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Real-time jerk limited feedrate profiling and
interpolation for linear motor multi-axis machines

using NURBS toolpaths
Krystian Erwinski Member, IEEE, Andrzej Wawrzak and Marcin Paprocki

Abstract—In this paper a NURBS toolpath feedrate profile
generation algorithm for a biaxial linear motor control system
is presented. High achievable velocities and accelerations of
linear motor machines present new computational challenges
in implementing feedrate generation and toolpath interpolation
algorithms in real-time controllers. The proposed algorithm is
capable of on-line generation of the feedrate profile with axial
acceleration and jerk constraints. Each stage of the feedrate
profiling algorithm is described with attention being given to
both performance and implementation aspects. Furthermore an
alternative to the commonly used Taylor series interpolation
method is also tested to ensure minimal interpolation errors.
The feedrate profiling and interpolation algorithms’ implemen-
tation in a PC-based controller with real-time Linux kernel is
described. Experimental results are presented that confirm that
the algorithm is capable of limiting acceleration and jerk in the
machine’s axes and it’s low computation time enables real-time
on-line operation in a PC-based CNC controller.

Index Terms—CNC, NURBS, feedrate profile, s-curve, linear
motor, Linux RTAI, LinuxCNC, real-time

I. INTRODUCTION

IN MODERN industry computerized numerically controlled
(CNC) machines are in widespread use. Different areas of

application pose different requirements and unique challenges
on manufacturing speed, precision and efficiency. One area
that is exhibiting rapid innovation are high performance cutting
machines especially laser cutters [1]. Because cutting is done
by a laser beam there is no physical contact between the tool
and the workpiece so no load forces are present. Combined
with the availability of high power fiber lasers this allows
for very high working speeds and accelerations in the order
of several meters per second and tens of meters per second
squared respectively, especially for thin metal sheets. In order
to achieve such high performance machine drivetrains based
on rack and pinion and ballscrew mechanisms are replaced
by direct drive permanent magnet linear motors (PMLM).
This eliminates backlash and elasticity of the drivetrain which
are significant factors that degrade machines’ dynamic perfor-
mance. All of the aforementioned qualities provide linear mo-
tor machines with unparalleled dynamic performance which
greatly increases productivity [2].
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In order to utilize the high dynamic performance of linear
motor driven machines a high performance control system is
required. Nowadays high performance CNC controllers are
often based on PC’s with real-time operating systems and
real-time communication fieldbus [3]. These controllers can
run advanced motion control algorithms that are essential for
fully utilizing the machines’ capabilities.

Two of the most important tasks in CNC control are feedrate
profiling and toolpath interpolation. Feedrate profiling is the
process of computing the velocity tangent to the toolpath
(feedrate) as a function of time or the toolpath parameter such
as path length. Profiling is essential to ensure that the desired
motion does not exceed the machine’s capabilities in terms
of drive power or dynamics of the mechanical components.
This is done by shaping the feedrate profile so that it’s
derivatives such as acceleration and jerk are constrained.
Toolpath interpolation is the process of determining successive
position setpoints based on the feedrate profile and the toolpath
geometry. The position setpoints are generated in constant
time intervals which corresponds to the cycle time of the
communication bus between the CNC controller and axis servo
drives.

Some CNC controllers use trapezoid feedrate profiling. In
this type of profiling only feedrate and tangent acceleration are
limited. This means that acceleration changes sharply between
zero, minimum and maximum values. This is not acceptable
for high performance machines as large acceleration jumps can
cause excessive vibration and premature wear of mechanical
components. In such cases an additional constraint is used
which limits the acceleration derivative or jerk. In this case
feedrate consists of S-shaped segments. Many of the feedrate
profiling methods presented in literature consider S-shaped
jerk limited profiling [4], [5]. Some authors introduce higher
order profiles [6] or profiles based on trigonometric functions
[7]. This is useful to further limit vibrations but does not offer
significant advantages for highly stiff machines such as those
driven by linear motors.

Many of the algorithms proposed in literature only consider
tangent velocity, acceleration and jerk limits. Some toolpaths
with large curvature changes can cause significant acceleration
and jerk violations despite limiting tangent values. This can
cause the axis drives to reach their current limits and lead to
an emergency stop. Therefore some authors introduce explicit
axis constraints. Such an approach usually requires utilization
of an optimization algorithm to simultaneously include axial
constraints [8], [9], [10] as well as other limitations such
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as tracking error [11] or contour error [12]. Many feedrate
optimization algorithms presented in the literature while em-
ploying sophisticated optimization methods do not consider
the implementation aspects and computational burden placed
on the CNC controller. Computationally demanding algorithms
may be impractical for real-time implementation as the time
it takes to execute the feedrate optimization is longer than
the actual trajectory execution [13], [14]. This makes such
methods difficult to apply in practice using most industrial
PC-based controllers. The implementation and computational
aspects considered in this paper are especially important
in case of linear motor based machines capable of highly
dynamic motion.

In this paper an algorithm is proposed for jerk-limited
feedrate profile generation which directly limits acceleration
and jerk in the machine’s axes. The algorithm was developed
and tested considering highly dynamic performance of linear
motor machines such as laser cutters. Short 250 microsec-
ond interpolation cycles are assumed which are common in
high performance controllers and servo drives. The authors
also integrate the proposed algorithm with an efficient and
accurate RK2-PC interpolation method for NURBS toolpaths.
Implementation of the proposed feedrate profiling method
along with the interpolation algorithm in a real-time PC-
based CNC controller is described. Experimental results are
given that verify correct operation of the feedrate profile
generation algorithm and interpolation algorithm as well as
run times of both algorithms’ implementations. The feedrate
profile generation algorithm is also compared with results from
several related papers.

II. NURBS TOOLPATH INTERPOLATION

Interpolation in most CNC machines involves determining
positions on linear or circular toolpath segments defined by G-
Code programs. If required shapes are complex they have to
be approximated by a large number of linear segments. A state
of the art solution is the direct interpolation of complex shapes
defined as polynomial splines. Currently CAD software uses
Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines for defining part shapes so
this is the type of polynomial spline toolpath usually used in
literature and will be considered in this paper. NURBS curves
are also part of the STEP-NC standard which aims to replace
G-Code in the role of a standard manufactured part definition.

NURBS curves are defined by a series of control points in
cartesian space which form a control polygon [15]. Changing
the location of the control point changes the curve’s shape
locally. Each point also has a weight value which defines
how close to the control point the curve is located. Example
NURBS curves (”bird” and ”flower”) with their control points
and polygons are presented in Fig.1. NURBS toolpath inter-
polation is the process of determining the cartesian position
on the NURBS curve in each interpolation cycle based on
current feedrate and toolpath geometry. In each cycle the
curve’s parameter is incremented and then the corresponding
point on the curve is determined using DeBoor’s algorithm
[15]. This algorithm also provides the curve’s derivatives
required for determining the parameter increment. NURBS
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Fig. 1: ”Bird” and ”flower” NURBS toolpaths (blue) with
marked control points and polygons (orange)

curves are usually parametrized with a unit-less parameter u
where u = 0 marks the beginning of the curve and u = 1
marks it’s end. Ideally a single timestep parameter increment
should correspond to an arc-length increment of V (ti) · △t
(where V (ti) - current feedrate, △t - time increment). The
relationship between this parameter and the curve’s arc length
is non-linear and unique for every curve. This means that
during interpolation the appropriate parameter increment has
to be determined by approximating this relationship.

To approximate this relationship the second or third order
Taylor series method is often used. The Taylor series method
is a closed form solution which enables computation of
next interpolated position in one step. It’s accuracy is often
sufficient if the toolpath’s curvature does not vary significantly
and feedrates are not large. In linear motor driven laser cutting
machines feedrates can be even 10 times higher than in typical
milling machines. Under these conditions truncation errors
in the Taylor expansion method cause interpolation errors
which result in feedrate fluctuations [16]. Furthermore these
errors accumulate over each interpolation step as subsequent
parameter increments are based on previous parameter values.
Several solutions have been proposed. A simple improvement
is to increase the order of Taylor’s interpolation formula.
This however requires computation of higher order curve
derivatives and does not improve accuracy significantly for
high feedrates and curvatures. Another solution is to globally
approximate the relationship between the NURBS toolpath
parameter and arc-length [17], [18]. This can usually be
done by a Feed Correction Polynomial (FCP) but requires
additional computation steps before actual interpolation. For
large, complex curves this approximation would require large
amounts of memory and a high order spline to reduce inter-
polation errors. Finally a general family of methods called
predictor-corrector interpolation have been developed [19],
[20], [21]. The general idea of this approach is to produce
a coarse parameter increment or increments first, compute
corresponding arc-length and then produce the final parameter
value based on arc-length error.

In this work a second order Runge-Kutta predictor-corrector
(RK2-PC) method presented in [21] is used as a real-time
interpolator. A second order method is used due to simple
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implementation using only first order derivatives while simul-
taneously offering good interpolation accuracy provided by
the correction step. This is always a two-step method and no
additional corrector iterations are required. In the first stage of
this method an initial parameter value is computed using the
following equations.

ũi+1 = ui +
1

2
(K1 +K2)∆t (1)

K1 =
du

dt
=

F (ti)

||C ′(ui)||
K2 =

F (ti)

||C ′(ui +K1∆t)||
(2)

where: C ′(u) is a vector first derivative of the NURBS curve
and F (ti) is the current feedrate. The obtained parameter
value is based on the averaged parametric velocity of the
curve at the initial location (K1) and parametric velocity at a
secondary location (K2). Secondary location parameter value
is computed by a trial step obtained by executing a first
order Taylor interpolation increment. This step is equivalent
to Heun’s method [19]. In order to obtain curve position and
first derivative for the trial step DeBoor’s algorithm is used.

In the corrector phase of the interpolation algorithm a
parameter correction increment ∆ui+1 is computed so that
the arc-length difference between the initial position and the
final position is equal to the desired arc-length.

||C(ũi+1 +∆ui+1)− C(ui)|| = F (ti) ·∆t (3)

The final position can be rewritten using first order Taylor
expansion and substituted into equation 3. After squaring both
sides the following equation is obtained.

||C(ũi+1) + C ′(ũi+1)∆ui+1 − C(ui)||2 = F (ti)
2 ·∆t2 (4)

Equation 4 can be rewritten as a quadratic equation:

a · (∆ui+1)
2 + b ·∆ui+1 + c = 0 (5)

a = ||C ′(ũi+1)||2 (6)
b = 2 · C ′(ũi+1) · (C(ũi+1)− C(u)) (7)

c = ||C(ũi+1)− C(u)||2 − F 2(ti)∆t2 (8)

In order to increase accuracy of the RK2-PC method the
distance ||C(ũi+1) − C(u)|| is replaced by actual arc-length
increment of the prediction step between curve points at ui and
ũi+1. This arc-length is computed by numerical integration
using Simpson’s method.The correction increment ∆ui+1 can
be found by finding one of the roots of the quadratic equation.

ui+1 = ũi+1 +
−b+

√
a2 − 4a · b
2a

(9)

The described predictor-corrector method can significantly
reduce interpolation errors compared to the standard Taylor’s
expansion method. The method’s accuracy compared to other
commonly used interpolation methods is investigated in the
experimental results section.

III. FEEDRATE PROFILING ALGORITHM

The feedrate profile for a NURBS curve can be defined as a
function of time, curve parameter or arc-length. In this paper
time parameterization of the feedrate profile is used due to

real-time requirements placed on the profiling algorithm. The
feedrate profile can be expressed in closed form equations with
appropriate coefficients determining the velocity, acceleration
and jerk limits. The S-curve shape of the feedrate profile is
assumed. This profile is commonly used in practice. It consists
of up to 7 phases - 3 acceleration phases, one constant feedrate
phase and 3 deceleration phases. Jerk which is the rate of
change of acceleration is limited so the velocity is smooth
which helps alleviate vibration and machine component wear.
An example feedrate profile with corresponding acceleration
and jerk profiles is presented in fig.2.

Fig. 2: Example feedrate, acceleration and jerk profiles. T1−T7

are the durations of each phase of the profile.

The simplest feedrate profile would consist of only one
acceleration and one deceleration phase at the beginning and
end of the toolpath. Because the toolpath is a curve, constant
feedrate does not imply constant velocity in each of the
machine’s axes. Feedrate has to be limited in fragments of
the toolpath with large curvature such as sharp corners due to
sharp changes in axial velocity. This induces high acceleration
and jerk values which can cause drive saturation and excessive
tracking errors. This is even more important for linear motor
machines capable of high feedrates and accelerations. On the
other hand the feedrate should be as high as possible in order
to maximize productivity.

Directly maximizing feedrate, acceleration and jerk while
simultaneously keeping these values within limit for each axis
is a difficult optimization problem usually requiring significant
computation effort. An alternative solution is to limit the
feedrate by using a Feedrate Limit Function (FLF). The FLF
is a combination of linearized axial constraints combined in
a single feedrate constraint dependent on the current curve
geometry. There are different formulations of Feedrate Limit
Functions in literature which usually combine axial velocity,
acceleration and jerk constraints [13], [22]. One such formu-
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lation used in this paper can be expressed as:

F lim
cc =

2

∆t

√
ρ2(u)− (ρ(u)− ϵmax)

2 (10)

F lim
ac =

√
min(Axmax

, Aymax
)

κ(u)
(11)

F lim
jc =

3

√
min(Jxmax , Jymax)

κ2(u)
(12)

κ(u) =
1

ρ(u)
=

||C ′(u)× C ′′(u)||
||C ′(u)||3

(13)

FLF = min
(
Fmax, F

lim
c , F lim

ac , F lim
jc

)
(14)

where: κ - curvature, ρ - curvature radius, ϵmax - maximum
allowable chord error.

The FLF defines the maximum allowable feedrate limited
by a linearization of axial acceleration and jerk constraints as
well as chord error constraints. This is done by limiting the
centripetal acceleration and jerk at each point. Chord error is
also limited which is the distance between a line connecting
two adjacent interpolation points and an arc connecting these
two points with a radius equal to the curvature radius (inverse
of curvature) at that point. This error is caused by discretiza-
tion of the toolpath curve during the interpolation process. The
FLF is only an approximation of the feedrate limit imposed
by aforementioned constraints. Planning the s-curve profile
by only considering the FLF can result in axial acceleration
and jerk limit violations even if the feedrate doesn’t violate
the FLF. This can usually occur when rapidly accelerating
or decelerating in high curvature regions of the curve. The
main advantage of this approach is significantly reduced
computation effort by avoiding the solution of a constrained
optimization problem which allows real-time implementation.
The main contribution of this paper is a computationally
efficient feedrate profile generation algorithm which utilizes
the Feedrate Limit Function but also directly handles axial
and jerk limits.

In order to plan the feedrate profile for a NURBS curve
toolpath a linear forward scan of the toolpath is first per-
formed. The scan determines critical points of the curve
which correspond to areas of high curvature. In these points
the feedrate has to be significantly reduced to satisfy the
velocity, acceleration and jerk constraints. The feedrate profiles
are planned in segments between these critical points. The
algorithm to search for minimums of the Feedrate Limit
Function (FLF) can be summarized as follows:
1. Sample the FLF at 500 equidistant points with respect to
the NURBS curve parameter for each NURBS control point.
2. For each sample point check 5 adjacent points on both sides
of each point to make sure that this point is a local minimum.
Small minima which may result from numerical errors are
therefore ignored.
3. Neighboring points of this point are then used as a bracket
to refine the minimum using Brent’s method [23], [24] with
the coarse minimum point used as an initial guess.
4. If the NURBS arc-length between critical points is longer
than the distance required to accelerate or decelerate for given
Amax and Jmax the segment is deemed to short and the

starting critical point is discarded. The previous starting point
is used (segments are merged)
5. An array of refined local minima of FLF (without infea-
sible minima) is obtained that indicates critical points on the
NURBS curve for given limits of axial velocity, acceleration,
jerk and chord error. Each of these points is characterized
by the curve parameter value, maximum allowable feedrate
value obtained from the FLF and arc-length value. The arc-
length is determined by performing numerical integration of
the arc-length function between each of the identified critical
points. Integration is performed by using Simpson’s method.
The number of 500 test points per control point was chosen by
trial and error to keep a balance between step size (accuracy
of locating minima) and computation speed. It was found to
locate all relevant critical points in all tested cases. The value
of 5 neighboring points per test point was chosen by trial and
error to ensure that the point contains an actual local minimum
of the FLF and is not a glitch due to numerical errors.

The next stage of the algorithm involves computing the S-
curve feedrate profiles for each segment between identified
critical points. To fit the profile between the critical points
for given maximum allowable feedrate, acceleration and jerk,
the arc-length distance and initial and final feedrates of the
segment have to be taken into account. The initial and final
feedrates are equal to the feedrate minima determined by the
FLF .

Each phase of the S-curve profile is characterized by it’s
duration which is given by:

T1 = T3 = T5 = T7 =
Amax

Jmax
(15)

T2 =
Fmax − Fstart

Amax
− T1 (16)

T6 =
F5 − F6

Amax
(17)

For short distances and low jerk and acceleration limits the
trapezoid acceleration profile is reduced to a triangular profile
with the peak accelerations A2 and A6 equal or less than
Amax. For triangular acceleration profile phase 2 is omitted
if A2

max/Jmax ≥ Fmax − Fstart which means that the total
increase in feedrate in phases 1 and 3 is equal or greater
than the difference between start and maximum feedrate.
Analogously for a triangular deceleration profile phase 6 is
omitted if A2

max/Jmax ≥ Fmax − Fend. If segments 2 or 6
are omitted their duration is 0 and:

T1 = T3 =

√
Fmax − Fstart

Jmax
(18)

T5 = T7 =

√
Fmax − Fend

Jmax
(19)

Certain combination of parameters may cause distance S4

to be negative which means that the total distance when
accelerating from Fstart to Fmax and decelerating from Fmax

to Fend is greater than the arc-length of the segment between
the critical points. Phase has to be omitted and a peak
feedrate value has to be determined numerically. A bisection
search is performed in order to find Fpeak for which the
total acceleration and deceleration profile distance is less or
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equal to the segment length. The search is performed between
Fa = Fmax and Fb = max (Fstart, Fend). In each iteration
a new feedrate value is computed according to the following
equation:

Fk =


Fmax+max (Fstart,Fend)

2 k = 0

Fk−1 +
∆F
2k

Stot < Sseg

Fk−1 − ∆F
2k

Stot > Sseg

(20)

∆F = Fmax −max (Fstart, Fend) (21)

Each iteration involves recomputing the feedrate profile with
Fmax being replaced by Fk. Then the total distance is deter-
mined and used to determine the next bisection step. Iterations
are performed until maximum number of 30 iterations are
reached or the change in candidate feedrate is less than 0.001
mm/s.

In order to directly handle axial acceleration and jerk
constraints a novel extension to the typical S-curve planning
method is proposed in this paper. A one dimensional search is
used to find Amax and Jmax values that do not violate axial
constraints. The outline of the proposed methods is presented
below:
1. After planning the s-curve feedrate profile between identi-
fied critical points according to the previously described steps
the segment is interpolated using this profile and the previously
described RK2 method.
2. At each interpolation point values of axis acceleration and
jerk are computed. A sum of normalized acceleration and jerk
constraint violations Aviol and Jviol is computed for all N
interpolation points as well as the total duration of the segment
Ttot:

Aviol =

N∑
i=0

Ax,i −Axmax

Axmax ·N
+

N∑
i=0

Ay,i −Aymax

Aymax ·N
(22)

Jviol =

N∑
i=0

Jx,i − Jxmax

Jxmax
·N

+

N∑
i=0

Jy,i −Aymax

Jymax
·N

(23)

3. If jerk is violated, new candidate values of jerk xL and
xR are computed according to the golden-section search
algorithm:

xL = B–(1/G) · (B–A) (24)
xR = A+ (1/G) · (B–A) (25)

where: A,B - limits of the search space, initially A = 0, B =

Jmax, G =
√
5+1
2 - golden ratio.

4. A candidate value is chosen based on the following rules:
4.1. If both values cause jerk violations choose one with
smaller Jviol
4.2. If both values do not cause violations choose one with
shorter segment duration Ttot

4.3. Otherwise choose value without violation
5. Update variables depending on the previous choice:

xLB = xR; xR = xL; xL = B–(1/G) · (B–A) (26)
xR : A = xL; xL = xR; xR = A+ (1/G) · (B–A) (27)

6. Repeat points 3-5 for acceleration.
7. Terminate search when B −A < 0.1

8. If the profile distance becomes too large to fit into the
segment the end point feedrate also using golden-section
search
9. In case the profile is still infeasible when the acceleration
and jerk adjustment process terminates a failsafe mechanism
is employed. The current profile is merged with the previous
one. The current starting point is rejected and starting point
of previous segment is used. The s-curve fitting procedure is
repeated for new segment starting point.
The procedure described above is presented as a flow diagram
on fig.3.
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Fig. 3: Flow diagram of the feedrate profile generation algo-
rithm

When all parameters for the current segment are computed
they are stored in a buffer waiting to be utilized by the real-
time NURBS interpolator. Next segment is then processed in
similar manner until the toolpath’s end point is reached. In
each discrete time step the interpolator computes the current
feedrate by using the following formula:

F (t) =



Jmax · t2 + F0 0 ≥ t ≥ τ1

A1 · t+ F1 τ1 > t ≥ τ2

− 1
2Jmax · t2 +A2 · t+ V2 τ2 > t ≥ τ3

Fmax τ3 ≥ t > τ4

− 1
2Jmax · t2 + F4 τ4 > t ≥ τ5

A5 · t+ F5 τ5 > t ≥ τ6
1
2Jmax · t2 +A6 · t+ F6 τ6 > t ≥ τ7

(28)
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τk =

k∑
i=1

Ti (29)

where: τk is the total duration of the feedrate profile at the end
of phase k. The formula is given for a full profile with all seven
phases. If a phase is not present (it’s duration is 0) the relevant
equation is omitted. The feedrate for each t is input into the
predictor-corrector NURBS interpolation algorithm (RK2-PC)
in order to determine the parameter value and position on the
NURBS toolpath. This in turn allows to determine position
setpoints for each of the machine’s axes.

IV. LABORATORY SETUP

To test the performance of the developed algorithm in an
environment close to an actual CNC controller a PC-based
control system was developed. PC-based controllers are often
used to control high performance cutting machines [25]. The
laboratory setup consists of a PC-based controller and two lin-
ear motor axes arranged to form a biaxial cartesian system. The
PC used as the controller has a Core i5-6600 3.3Ghz processor,
8GB RAM and an SSD drive. The motors are Tecnotion TM6
iron core linear motors with a continuous force of 120N and
peak force of 240N. The motors are mounted on aluminum
frames with linear guides. Position feedback is provided by
Renishaw RESOLUTE optical linear encoders with a nominal
resolution of 5nm. Each linear motor axis is controlled by a
Kollmorgen AKD P307 servo drive with 3A constant and 9A
peak current. Each drive is in turn controlled by the PC-based
controller via EtherCAT industrial fieldbus. The maximum
feedrate of each unit Fmax is limited to 2500mm/s, maximum
acceleration Amax is set to 20000mm/s2 and maximum jerk
Jmax is set to 200000mm/s3. These values were determined
experimentally to keep drive and motor current within nominal
range of +/-3A with only short term overloads acceptable (+/-
6A). While individually the linear motor units are capable
of even higher values the additional load of the upper unit
requires a decrease of acceleration and jerk in order to limit
overloads and tracking error.

The PC runs a Linux operating system with a special-
ized real-time RTAI kernel. LinuxCNC open-source machine
control software is installed on the system. It provides an
additional real-time APIs (RTAPI and HAL) over RTAI’s API
which facilitates integration of user-made control modules.
LinuxCNC itself has a CNC control module but it only offers
trapezoidal feedrate profiling and no direct NURBS interpo-
lation and is not used in this work. The feedrate profiling
algorithm is implemented on the PC using LinuxCNC’s RTAPI
and HAL.

The structure of the feedrate profile generation and NURBS
interpolation algorithms implemented on the PC-based con-
troller is presented on fig.4. All processes running on the
PC can be run as user-space or in kernel-space. The feedrate
profiling algorithm is implemented as a user-space process.
The NURBS interpolator is implemented as a real-time module
running on the same real-time thread as the EtherCAT master
stack. This thread is called every 250µs which is the lowest
possible cycle of the Kollmorgen AKD servo drives. In every
cycle new setpoints are computed by the interpolator and sent
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Fig. 4: Laboratory setup schematic and picture

to the drives. Beside the main interpolation functions auxiliary
functions such as homing, error handling or data acquisition
are implemented. The profile generator and the interpolator
are connected via a shared memory buffer. Feedrate profile
computation is performed asynchronously to the interpolator
so that the more complex and non-deterministic feedrate
profiling algorithm can be run concurrently. The profiling
module generates enough feedrate values to fill its local buffer
and waits until the buffer is emptied to fill it again. A 10ms
thread polls the user-space buffer and copies blocks of data
from the profiling module. The interpolator module constantly
reads the shared buffer and uses the stored values to interpolate
the NURBS toolpath in 250µs intervals. This cycle continues
until the curve is fully interpolated. The real-time interpolator
module and the user-space profile generator run on different
processor cores with the real-time part being isolated from the
Linux operating system. This ensures real-time performance
and stability which is paramount when controlling highly
dynamic linear motor drives. The feedrate profile user-space
module has full access to the Linux file system and can be
easily extended with a GUI or other modules. The real-time
module which works in kernel space is much more restricted.
It cannot access files, and can interact directly only with other
real-time kernel modules.

In order to communicate with the servo drives an EtherCAT
software master stack (IGH EherCAT master) was also inte-
grated in the system. The EtherCAT master is implemented
as a real-time network card driver based on Linux e1000e
driver and a kernel stack module. A software interface module
between the HAL real-time API and the EtherCAT stack was
developed which enables control of the Kollmorgen AKD
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drives in various operating modes. This interface conforms
with the Can In Automation device profile 402 (CiA402)
which is required by the servo drives. The software interface
allows direct communication with the NURBS real-time in-
terpolator module. On the hardware level communication is
handled by a standard Intel network interface card therefore
no dedicated hardware devices are required.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To validate the performance of the developed feedrate
profiling algorithm the example NURBS toolpaths from fig.1
are used. The toolpaths were run on the linear motor lab setup
with a maximum feedrate of Fmax = 2500mm/s and two sets
of acceleration and jerk limits:
1) Amax = 10000mm/s2, Jmax = 60000mm/s3

2) Amax = 15000mm/s2, Jmax = 200000mm/s3

The interpolation period was set to 0.25ms and the chord
error limit to 0.001mm for all cases. Figures 5 - 8 present
the feedrate profile, acceleration profiles for both axes and jerk
profiles for both axes. Dashed lines on the feedrate profile plot
indicate feedrate constraints generated by limiting chord error
(orange), centripetal acceleration (green), centripetal jerk (vio-
let). Critical points (marked as purple dots) indicate minima’s
of the Feedrate Limit Functions.

Fig. 5: Feedrate, axial acceleration and jerk profiles for ”bird”
curve for Amax = 1e4mm/s2, Jmax = 6e4mm/s3

It can be seen that the axial constraints are never violated
for any of the generated feedrate profiles. Some of the critical
points had their feedrates lowered by the algorithm compared
to initial minima obtained from the FLF. This was necessary
to enable fitting of the s-curve profile while keeping the
axial limits within bounds. It can also be seen that in some
regions the feedrate is lower than the constraint components
of the FLF. This is because the FLF is just an approximation
and cannot be relied upon to constrain the axial acceleration
and jerk at all times. The proposed method effecively and
consistently limits these values.

Fig. 6: Feedrate, axial acceleration and jerk profiles for ”bird”
curve for Amax = 1.5e4mm/s2, Jmax = 2e5mm/s3

Fig. 7: Feedrate, axial acceleration and jerk profiles for
”flower” curve for Amax = 1e4mm/s2, Jmax = 6e4mm/s3

The plots on figures 9-12 present actual tracking error
recorded from linear motor drives during interpolation of the
test toolpaths. The errors are relatively small with peak values
well below 0.1 mm. The tracking error exhibits larger values
corresponding to steeper sections of the acceleration profile
which is to be expected. No sudden error spikes are present
which proves that the algorithm generated a smooth feedrate
profile and it’s interpolation was done correctly. The tracking
error perturbations are caused by strong cogging forces typical
for iron core linear motors. These forces are an external
disturbance of approximately sinusoidal characteristics. The
tracking error perturbation can be seen because linear motors
are direct drives and a high resolution linear optical encoder
is used. This effect is especially visible for lower velocities
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Fig. 8: Feedrate, axial acceleration and jerk profiles for
”flower” curve for Amax = 1.5e4mm/s2, Jmax = 2e5mm/s3
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Fig. 9: Tracking error for X (blue) and Y (orange) axes for
”bird” curve, Amax = 1e4mm/s2, Jmax = 6e4mm/s3
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Fig. 10: Tracking error for X (blue) and Y (orange) axes for
”bird” curve, Amax = 1.5e4mm/s2, Jmax = 2e5mm/s3
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Fig. 11: Tracking error for X (blue) and Y (orange) axes for
”flower” curve, Amax = 1e4mm/s2, Jmax = 6e4mm/s3

because at higher velocities the cogging effect is opposed by
inertia and hidden by resolution of the encoder. The velocities
in the ”flower” curve are lower than for the ”bird” curve which
is the reason why the disturbances are more pronounced in
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Fig. 12: Tracking error for X (blue) and Y (orange) axes for
”flower” curve, Amax = 1.5e4mm/s2, Jmax = 2e5mm/s3

fig.11 and 12. Compensation of cogging forces via current
feedforward over the EtherCAT bus is planned to be added
in future work.

The interpolation accuracy and computation time of the
RK2-PC NURBS interpolation method was verified. At each
interpolation step the actual arc-length between the previous
and current parameter value was computed using the adaptive
Simpson’s method. The interpolation error is the difference
between this arc-length and the desired distance Fi(t) · ∆t.
Second aim of the experiment was to determine real-time
capabilities of the presented interpolation algorithm and it’s
implementation. The interpolation algorithm is implemented
as a real-time module running on a separate processor core
from the profiling algorithm. The interpolation module cycle
time was measured by reading the processor’s time stamp
code (TSC) at the start of each real-time interpolation cycle
and computing the time difference between cycles. Compu-
tation time and interpolation error measurement was carried
out for each toolpath and parameter set using four different
interpolation algorithms. Interpolation errors and computation
times for the second and third order Taylor series methods
as well as the Feed Correction Polynomial method were also
measured for comparison. This amounted for over 200000
interpolation cycles for each algorithm. Results are presented
in table I. It can be seen that the interpolation error of the RK2-

TABLE I: NURBS INTERPOLATION ERRORS AND COM-
PUTATION TIME

Mean Squared
Error [mm]

Total
Accumulated
Error [mm]

Average
Computation
Time [µs]

SOT 5.412e−7 7.537 3.015

TOT 1.311e−7 3.524 3.231

FCP 4.301e−10 0.055 2.874

RK2 P-C 1.618e−20 5.748e−8 4.249

PC method is very small which means that the interpolation
algorithm is accurate even for very high feedrates and highly
variable curvatures. On the other hand the interpolation error
of the commonly used 2nd and 3rd order Taylor (SOT, TOT)
series method is much larger. This error is present at each
interpolation period. This means that for long toolpaths the
error can accumulate and cause the feedrate profile to become
misaligned with the curve’s curvature minima. This in turn
drastically increases axial acceleration and jerk violations
leading to drive current saturation and excessive tracking error.
Another popular method - the Feed Correction Polynomial
offers the lowest interpolation time and errors lower than the
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Taylor series method. This is however offset by the necessity
of performing an initial fit of the arc-length function.

The RK2-PC algorithm was the most computationally de-
manding of the four compared algorithms. Maximum recorded
runtime was just below 6µs with an average of 4.249µs. This
is just a fraction of the total thread cycle time of 250µs.
This shows that the much improved accuracy was achieved at
negligible increase in computation effort compared to the total
thread cycle time. In fact EtherCAT communication stack has a
much bigger impact on the total thread time than interpolation
with the total running time of interpolation, communication
and data acquisition less than 30µs. This means that the
proposed algorithm can be easily implemented on a PC with
a real-time operating system. Short computation times ensure
that on-line profiling and interpolation is viable. Such a short
interpolation cycle means that the proposed method can be
used even with state of the art servo drives with position
loop cycles less that 100µs [26]. This is important as shorter
interpolation cycles mean less interpolation error when ma-
chining complex trajectories at high speed. Compared to other
methods presented in literature the RK2-PC method is a two
step method (one prediction step and one correction). Many
proposed predictor-corrector methods use an iterative process
to determine the correct parameter increment [27], [20], [28].
This can lead to an increase in computation time. This is im-
portant because interpolation is performed many times during
the feedrate planning process to determine axial constraints
violation. Interpolation is finally performed in hard-real time
context and is coupled with fieldbus communication stack so
any disruptions to real-time capabilities can lead to errors in
the control system. The RK2-PC method can achieve compu-
tation times only marginally longer than single step methods
such as Taylor’s series but offer very good accuracy which is
typical of predictor-corrector methods. Multiple iterations are
not required however which is an advantage of the RK2-PC
method in this application. Many papers do not consider the
real-time computation aspects of their algorithms so in many
cases no computation time is given. The method proposed
in this paper is tested on a real-time control system and
computation times were verified to be very low.

The feedrate profile generation algorithm computation time
was verified separately from the interpolation agorithm as the
two run as separate software modules. Running time of the
feedrate profile generation algorithm was measured by reading
the clock() function at algorithm initialization and termination.
The function returns a value of a monotonic system clock
with a resolution of 1ms. The difference allows determination
of the total computation time of the feedrate profile for the
whole toolpath. The algorithm was run 100 times for each
toolpath and each parameter set. Average running times for
each toolpath and parameter set are given in table II compared
with total execution time of the trajectory. It can be seen that
the computation time of the profiling algorithm is much less
than the total execution time of the trajectory. The profiling
is run concurrently with trajectory interpolation and execution
on the drives. The computation and execution time difference
means that the profiling algorithm can supply profiled feedrate
input to the interpolator without the risk of depleting the shared

TABLE II: PROFILING COMPUTATION TIME AND TRA-
JECTORY EXECUTION TIME

trajectory profiling average com-
putation time [s]

trajectory execution
time [s]

”bird” set 1 0.608 5.665

”bird” set 2 0.412 3.728

”flower” set 1 1.109 7.971

”flower” set 2 0.778 5.374

memory buffer between the two software modules.
The experimental results prove that the proposed algorithm

is real-time capable and can be used for on-line generation
of feedrate profiles with constrained axial acceleration and
jerk. This is a significant advantage over most methods that
utilize feedrate profile optimization to generate profiles with
axial acceleration and jerk limitation. The algorithm is also
more accurate than simple methods utilizing the feedrate limit
function because the axial constraints are explicitly handled
instead of relying on the approximate feedrate limit profided
by the FLF.

VI. COMPARISON TO SIMILAR WORKS

The main advantage of the feedrate planning method pro-
posed in this paper compared with similar works is its short
computation time with explicit limitation of axis acceleration
and jerk. In many papers the computation time can be longer
than the trajectory execution time. For example in [13] the
feedrate profile for a planar curve is computed in almost 14s
while trajectory execution time is just above 8s. Other pro-
posed methods suffer from similar problems [14]. Furthermore
some papers do not even consider the computation time aspect.
Some methods such as those presented in [29], [30], [21] that
use the Feedrate Limit Function for feedrate scheduling use
long constant feedrate sections which causes the axis capabil-
ities to be significantly underutilized. It can be seen that the
method proposed in this paper keeps the axial acceleration and
jerks close to their limits where possible. Some other methods
which use constrained optimization methods can also directly
handle axial constraints. However these have the disadvantage
of long computation time [10], [31]. Many of the feedrate
generation methods do not consider practical implementation
aspects and the presented algorithms are often implemented in
Matlab. In this paper a full implementation is considered and
the proposed feedrate profiling algorithm is tested on a PC-
based real-time capable CNC controller connected to servo
drives over the EtherCAT fieldbus. The control system used
in this paper for experiments is similar to high-speed machine
control systems. Many methods proposed in literature can
only be computed off-line and only then carried over to an
actual machine but the method proposed in this paper can
perform efficient on-line feedrate scheduling in the machine
controller. The algorithm proposed in this paper was compared
with several related works from the literature. Algorithms were
chosen that use the ”butterfly” NURBS planar curve in their
experimental results section and the implementation platform
(PC) is similar to that used in this paper. Values of feedrate,
acceleration, jerk and chord error limits were set to values
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identical as those stated in the referenced papers. For each
method the profiling computation time and trajectory execution
time were measured. The comparative results were given in
table III. Feedrate, axial accelration and jerk profiles generated
for each compared paper were shown on figures 13,14,15

TABLE III: COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION TIME
AND EXECUTION TIME (PROPOSED / ORIGINAL)

trajectory computation
time [s]

execution time
[s]

Jia et. al [21] 0.162 / 4.8 4.61 / 8.7

Liu et. al [32] 0.239 / 5.3 6.31 / 6.86

Erwinski et. al [10] 0.32 / 90 8.8 / 9.2
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Fig. 13: Feedrate, axial acceleration and jerk profiles for ”but-
terfly” curve (Jia et. al [21]) for Fmax = 40mm/s,Amax =
500mm/s2, Jmax = 2e4mm/s3

Fig. 14: Feedrate, axial acceleration and jerk profiles for
”butterfly” curve (Liu et. al [32]) for Fmax = 250mm/s,
Amax = 2000mm/s2, Jmax = 2e4mm/s3

In all cases the proposed algorithm generated a proper
feedrate profile without violations of axial acceleration and

Fig. 15: Feedrate, axial acceleration and jerk profiles for
”butterfly” curve (Erwinski et. al [10]) for Fmax = 300mm/s,
Amax = 2500mm/s2, Jmax = 5e4mm/s3

jerk limits. The computation time was significantly shorter
than all of the compared methods. The trajectory execution
times of the proposed method were also shorter. This proves
that the algorithm can generate feedrate profiles both for highly
dynamic linear motor machines as well as typical milling
machines. VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper a real-time capable feedrate profiling algorithm
for NURBS curve toolpaths is presented which is the main
contribution of this paper. It’s main advantage is the ability
to constrain axial acceleration and jerk while maintaining
computational efficiency. A Feedrate Limit Function serves
to indicate critical points on the toolpath between which
an S-curve profile is planned with maximum values. Axial
acceleration and jerk constraints are handled by using Golden-
section one dimensional search of jerk and acceleration values.
This avoids using highly demanding optimization approaches
and allows the algorithm to be easily implemented on PC-
based CNC controllers. This algorithm also uses only forward
scanning of the toolpath instead of the popular bi-directional
scanning which also decreases computation time.

A secondary contribution of this paper is the consideration
of real-time performance of the proposed algorithm on a
PC-based control system comparable to ones used in laser
and plasma cutting machines. Experimental results prove that
the algorithm is effective at generating the feedrate profile
with constrained axial acceleration and jerk and is capable
of on-line real-time operation. Tests were performed on an
actual PC-based control system with a NURBS interpolation
algorithm (2nd order Runge-Kutta) as well as an EtherCAT
communication stack for direct control of linear servo motors.
The accuracy and run time of the utilized interpolation method
was verified and compared to other popular methods. The
results show that using a more accurate interpolation method
does not influence the computational effort of the controller
in a significant way.

The algorithm proposed in this paper can perform efficient
on-line feedrate scheduling. Short toolpath execution times as
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well as computation times much shorter than the trajectory
execution tims can be obtained compared to other methods
presented in literature. This means that the method can be
directly applied to PC-based controllers of high speed linear
motor based CNC machines such as laser cutters.

Future work will focus on improving the presented method
including additional constraints such as tracking error and
drive current. Further research is also planned which will focus
on testing the proposed algorithm for machines with parallel
kinematics such as Delta or H-Bot as well as 5-axis machines.
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